Startng a Business With Absolutely No Experience
- Basics Reloaded
Now is the perfect tme to start a business. There are plenty of opportunites out
there, which is contrary to popular belief. Startng a business may seem a litle
intmidatng but it depends on the way you go about it. Since business is a term
we are all very familiar with, it can be easier to set one up than one thinks.
Many people have dreams of having their own business for many reasons. They
want to make money and make something of themselves. Others want something
to supplement their income. Whatever the reason you want to start a business,
always begin doing it the right way, and keep running it with good intentons.
One popular belief is that you need tons of experience, expertse, and knowledge
to start a business. The opposite is true. While it helps to go to school and learn
the tricks of the trade, it does not necessarily mean that you cannot start a
business because you do not have a degree. The important things to remember
are, you need to research, ask the right questons, and get the best advice you
can.
What are the right questons to ask? Below are ten questons to ask to get you
started. Of course there will be many more as you go, but at least you have
something to start with. First, you should ask yourself, how do you start a
business without experience? Next is, what are some things you need to do to get
started? The third queston is, what are the legal maters you must know in order
to get started? Fourth, what do you need to know about your target audience?

Moving forward, fve is, how do you commit yourself to a market soluton, not
just a small idea? Number six is, how do you choose your industry wisely? Seven
asks how do you build street credibility (also what is it)? Eight is what free
resources can you rely on? Nine is when will you know you need to see outside
help? Last but not least, number ten is how do you put your strengths to work?
Below I go more into detail with these questons.
How do you start a business without experience?
Think about what you already know about business. Use your work experience as
a guide. Maybe there are things you have witnessed or realized that was not part
of your daily tasks which you can use for your business. For instance, have you
ever listened to what others are saying while you are at the ofce? Whether you
listen to coworkers or supervisors talking at work, there is most likely some bits
about doing business that you have picked up on.
You may not even be aware of some things you learned about doing business.
Maybe you have heard complaints about what went wrong in the workplace –
something you may have a soluton for. Or maybe you heard someone say, “I wish
‘it’ can be done this way”; even though “it” can be done their way, they may have
been told they weren’t allowed to.
What are some things you need to do to get started?
Research is the most important thing to do. First, ask the right questons. This is
all part of the research process. You may research questons you need to have
answers for if you do not know what questons to ask. It is okay to search on

Google or Bing and quickly search for important questons to ask when startng a
business.
There are many resources on the Internet or your local library that you can use to
get started. Make certain your sources are reliable however. If you are reading an
artcle and you can sense the informaton is totally outrageous, then you can
come to a quick conclusion that it is probably not the right source to use.
When reading any artcle, however, make a note of the diferent points it makes.
Whatever is clear and understandable is fne, but whatever you do not
understand, take that point and do more research on it. See if what was writen
was also said by somewhere else. Sometmes having a few people say the same or
similar things can give you an indicaton the informaton may be something worth
keeping in mind.
Another thing you will need to get started is legal advice. Never assume that what
you learned where you work or what you think is okay is legal. Start of on the
right foot and do business according to the law. You want to avoid being that
person who did something illegal and now has a reputaton as such plastered all
over the World Wide Web.
What are the legal maters you must know in order to get started?
It is impossible to know everything about the law. Speak to a lawyer if they give
free consultatons and ask them what you should know. Ethics play a role here
too. There are many gray areas which are prevalent in ethics. For instance, what
do you tell a customer if you promised them a shipment by a certain date even

though you already knew there is a possibility it cannot be fulflled? You already
promised it, but you know it may not happen.
If you say you are going to do something, you need to do it. That is the botom
line. Give your customers quality products in a tmely manner. Do not always rush
to get the job done. Sometmes there are moments when you have to rush, but
don’t let it happen if it is not necessary. For the most part, the only tme you will
need to rush is when the customer requests it.
What do you need to know about your target audience?
What are their interests? Do some research and see if there are any typical or
general interests the target audience has. If you already know them or know their
interests, then you are ahead of the game. Of course, since you are the expert in
your niche, or should be, you will know a lot about their interests already.
You can do some research on social media to fnd out what their interests are as
well. Facebook has groups and so does twiter. Find a group related to your niche
and observe it to see what people are talking about. Use this as advice on what
types of products or services to market as well.
The best advice for using social media groups to learn more about your target
audience is not to join any group and post on there asking all kinds of questons.
For instance, you don’t want to join a group and then ask everyone to give their
opinion about their favorite game, or gadget. Just observe frst, and then engage
in the conversaton as you would with a friend. Get to know people frst, and then
ask them questons here and there. It is all about patence.

How do you commit yourself to a market soluton, not just a small idea?
You need to ask yourself certain questons before trying an idea to see if it works.
What problems does your target market have? Once you can pinpoint the
problem, then you can look for solutons. Most likely, you will not fnd any market
without faults. There are plenty of problems that need to be resolved. Even the
competton cannot resolve every issue out there.
Many entrepreneurs begin with a lot of “strong domain” experience but litle to
no business experience. Being in business is about fnding solutons. That is what
sets the strong businesses apart from the others. You do not want to sell just
anything because you observe that it makes someone else nice profts.
You have to have a passion about it for one thing, and you want to give them
something that will resolve an issue they may have. This issue can be from
something they bought somewhere else, or it can be an issue they have had for a
period of tme and need a soluton for it. There may not even be a problem, so it
may just come down to diferentatng your product from the rest.
How do you choose your industry wisely?
Choose something that does not just interest your target market. You should have
an interest in it too. More than just a litle interest, you need to like the products
or services that are out there in the market. If you do not like the products or
services the market has to ofer, how will you feel when you are doing business
with the people who are interested in them?
I would say you would not seem too enthusiastc to your customers and potental
customers. People will pick up on that and it can break the business relatonships

you worked so hard to make. So please do yourself a favor and do not get
wrapped up in an industry that you do not have an utmost passion about.
How do you build street credibility (cred for short)?
You need to let people know who you are. This pertains to building relatonships
with your customers, and since you are new with the business, you will build
relatonships with potental customers. Spend some tme before launching your
big business idea learning more about your industry and the people who spend
money there.
You can always try selling other people’s products frst – as an afliate marketer
and learn something new about the products you sell them. When you have
enough knowledge and you are talking about the product online (such as on your
blog), this will help build street credibility as the people who read it will feel you
know what you are talking about.
What free resources can you rely on?
Networking is a great free resource. Talking to others in the industry and learning
new things about it will be to your advantage. You should also ask for advice.
Before you jump right in and start asking for advice however, break the ice with
some small talk frst. Get to know some people before asking a lot of business
questons.
In fact, you can treat this more like a social outng because you do not want to
only try to get informaton from people. This may actually turn them of and they
will not want to give you any informaton.

Other than networking, you can also consider resources that are low cost instead
of free. Sometmes Universites ofer free or low cost coursework, books, or
seminars. I would defnitely look into this if you were not sure how to network.
Here is where you can ask a bunch of questons because that is what is
encouraged at school.
When will you know you need to seek outside help?
As you should realize, you will need a business plan. When creatng your business
plan, it is always best to ask for help with it. For example, a gentleman named
Evan Solida founded a company called Cerevellum back in early 2009. His
inventon was a digital rearview mirror for bicycles.
Naturally, Mr. Solida wanted to save money any way he could, so he used Internet
resources to create his plan and also draf his legal documents. With much
frustraton and use of a lot of his tme, he then decided it would be beter to pay
for a professional to help with both tasks.
The business plan needs to meet certain criteria; especially if this is a business you
need a grant for or a small loan. Banks and agencies that approve grants want to
see a solid plan before they take the risk to lend or give you money. It is the same
thing when you or anyone else will invest in a company. You want to see their
annual report, which gives you this informaton and more.
You know that investng in any company is a risk, but you should not want to take
too much of a risk. You also do not want to risk that your business plan is of poor
quality. Not just for your customers’ sake, but for the future of your business. All
the fnancials and marketng need to be taken care of from the start. Otherwise,

you will need to back track and it will waste a lot of valuable tme which you could
be spending making money.
How do you put your strengths to work?
Think about what your strengths really are. Is it planning the business, giving
creatve ideas, or being the solutons fnder? Maybe your strength is marketng,
but whatever your strengths are, put them to work for you. Work on the
strengths frst and when you have mastered one, then you can move on to
another. Otherwise, it will take you much longer to get things running smoothly.
Putng a business together takes tme and patence. Do not try to put it together
too quickly. You want to be focused and organized, as this will help you to be
“well planned.” A business with a strong plan is more likely to succeed than
something you just threw together in an hour.
For your Informaton
Now you know at least ten questons to ask. These questons were given to you
for basic informaton and a foundaton to get started. Now I want to give you
some ideas as to what goes into a business plan. This is so you know what to
expect and you can at least try and draf one on your own. Remember, it is best to
get a professional to do this for you, but you stll need to know what goes into it
so you know if the one writen for you has everything it should.
Below I am going to list diferent sectons of the business plan and explain a litle
but about each secton. The more you know about the business plan, the beter
prepared you will be. Remember, if you want to start a business without

experience, this is where you can learn much of the informaton you will need to
get started. So let us move forward.
Not all business plans are created equal, but you will at least have basic
informaton to include. Once you begin your plan, it will change over tme and
also remember; you will not know everything that needs to be included as to why
I suggest getng a professional to help with it. Below are some sectons you will
want to include.
Executve Summary
The executve summary will tell the person reading the plan what you want for
your business. A big mistake ofen made is burying this informaton somewhere
else in the plan. The summary needs to explain certain things from the start so
you need to be clear and concise in the very beginning.
Keep the summary short and businesslike and no more than half of a page.
Depending on how complicated or detailed you need to be about how you will
use your funds may make the summary a bit longer. As a general rule of thumb
however, and since you are just startng out, you only need your summary to be
half of a page.
There are some other key elements that need to be included in the plan. They are
as follows: business concept, fnancial features, fnancial requirements, current
business positon, and major achievements. These are not the ones I will focus on
too much, but just something to keep in mind.

Business Descripton
Not to be confused with the executve summary, you usually begin this secton
with a short descripton of the industry. So this is not really beginning with just
your business, but rather how the industry plays a role in your business.
You will want to describe the industry and discuss the outlook and future
possibilites of what will go on. This is all gathered from what happened in the
past, so it is a predicton of what could happen or is most likely to happen
because of business trends. Also, provide informaton about all the various
markets within the industry.
So what you want to talk about is new products and developments that will
beneft or afect your business in a positve way. Make sure to get the most
reliable data for this part and always list your sources. I’ll talk more about sources
later in this artcle, as they are important, but I want the focus to be on the
diferent sectons of the plan frst.
How you will Proft
The main reason for having a business is to make a proft. All businesspersons
need to ask themselves, “How do I make money?” When you ask this queston, it
should open your mind and help you realize the diferent ways to bring in income.
You do not need a huge secton just on this topic, but you want to explain factors,
which you think will make you successful in making money.
Before presentng the business plan, you want to explain any equity and debt the
business will incur and also explain how this will help make your business more
proftable. Also include ways you want to expand your business or make it grow

using the equity or debt. As an Internet marketer, you probably will not incur
much debt or any at all. It depends solely on what you need to get started.
Defning your Market Strategies
Marketng strategies are based on a thorough study of the market. This will help
you become very familiar with all parts of the market, including the target market.
Defning whom your target market is will be very important so you can earn your
share of the sales.
When you are defning your market strategies, you will need to, at some point,
determine the pricing of your products and or services. A market analysis will help
you to determine the pricing. It is also important to know how you compare to
your competton and if you can beat them in pricing or not.
Market Share Projecton
As mentoned earlier, when you are describing your industry of choice, you want
to discuss the outlook and future possibilites. This informaton will be gathered
on past happenings. So your projectons are based on what happened previously
in the industry.
Believe it or not, your market share projecton is also based on your competton
as well as promotonal strategies. You can look at how much advertsing is done,
how it is done, and also research how much it will cost you to advertse the same
way. You can always come up with diferent ways to advertse, but you need a
benchmark to start out from.

Positon of the Business
When talking about your marketng strategy, you will fnd it is impossible not to
talk about the positon of your business. What motvates your target and what
they require will afect your company’s positon in the market. Again, there are
more questons that need to be asked and answered to understand this beter.
A few questons to ask are: how are your compettors positoning themselves?
What specifc atributes do your products and services have that the competton
does not have? What needs does your product fulfll for the customer? Afer you
answer these basic questons, you can then begin to develop your business’
positon in the market and write about it on the plan.
Pricing
I’ve touched a litle about pricing earlier, but now I want to give you more detail
about it. The price tag you place on your items, whether it is a product or service,
will directly afect the success of your business. Strategies for pricing can be very
complex, however, the rules are very basic and straightorward.
You must be able to cover costs, lowering costs will lower sales prices, and prices
must refect changes in the market and respond to the demand of your market.
Prices must also be established to help assure sales. The longevity of your
products, utlity, and maintenance must be reviewed on a regular basis and adjust
the prices according to the market.
Prices are used to keep the market in order, so this is the last, but not least
important strategy to keep in mind when determining your prices. You do not
want to just slap a price tag on something because you think people will buy it for

the value of it. You have to be in competton with other businesses and play the
game strategically.
Distributon
This part is for you, mainly if you are selling physical goods. Since there are many
of you out there that may sell goods on eBay or your own website or blog, this is
why I need to talk about this secton. So what is distributon exactly? It is the
entre process of when a product is manufactured to when it is in the hands of the
end user – the customer. There are diferent channels that make up distributon.
Having a strong distributon of products defnitely helps you get an edge in your
share of the market. The fast the products can go from producton to the
customer the beter. Make sure the products are of quality though because you
do not want the customer constantly returning the goods.
Promotonal Planning
Advertsements of any kind are all included in the promotonal planning. How you
distribute the communicaton about your business is also part of it. The way in
which this is designed will result in atractng the right people to do business with.
Some other things that you may not be aware of that are part of promotng your
business is how you package your products. Public relatons are also included
here. Most of the things you are familiar with are advertsing, sales promotons,
and personal sales. Each strategy is diferent in its own respect, but very
important in the fnal outcome of the promoton.

Potental Sales
Afer thoroughly analyzing the market, you need to make a determinaton using a
quanttatve outlook, which concerns your own business’, potental. An inital
projecton in your plan must be formed based on the positon of the product,
price, distributon (for physical goods), sales strategies, and how the market is
defned.
Competton Analysis
You frst need to identfy who your competton is. Gather a list of companies that
sell the same products or ones that are very similar. For this secton, you will
make a statement of your business strategy and how it relates to your
competton. The main purpose of this part is to pinpoint the strengths and
weaknesses of your competton. Knowing this will only help you improve the
weaknesses for your own sake.
S.W.O.T. Analysis
A S.W.O.T. analysis is very important for developing your business and keeps it
running to its full potental. For those of you who are not familiar with what this
is, “S” stands for strengths, “W” is for weaknesses, “O” is for opportunites, and
“T” is for Threats. You not only need to learn about the strengths and weaknesses
of your competton as you do with compettve analysis, but you also have to
realize your own.
The opportunites and threats are more directly related to your competton. You
can look at it as the opportunity you have in the midst of all the competton and

what it is about your competton that can be a threat to your own place in the
market.
Design Plan
Investors need a descripton of your company’s product design and also its
development. Within the secton, there needs to be a chart showing the
development of the product or service. You will also need to include a budget
showing how the company will reach goals.
Product and or Service Development Goals
If you are selling physical products, you will need to list the goals here. You can
also list the strategies involved for reaching certain goals for a service business.
Your goals should be centered on technical and marketng aspects of your
products and or services. You need this as an outline for your business partners,
or for yourself if you are a sole proprietor, so you know how to work on things to
reach your goals.
Budget
Budgets are very important, as you want to make sure you have the funds
available to do business in the frst place. You also want to have a plan as you
make money as to where the money will go in order to help your business grow
and to contnuously develop and improve it.
If you are designing a product, you need to account for all the costs that will be
involved in creatng the product, take it to producton, and get it to the customer.
As for service, you will need to make sure you have the money to get a business

plan writen, what equipment you may need to help you with your services, and if
you need a brick and mortar building to cater to the needs of your clients.
Knowing how each dollar is being spent is very crucial. Proper planning can only
help your business while poor planning is very destructve. I have learned that
about half of all businesses started will fail within their frst year. You can help
avoid this with proper budgetng.
Risk Assessment
What risks are involved in either producing products or ofering services? During
the stages of development of your product or service there will be some risks you
need to be aware of. Risks involved with the creaton of products usually happen
with the technical development of the product. For services, it is usually in the
strategies for planning the types of services you ofer.
Income Statement
This is a very simple and straightorward report, which shows your business’ cash
generatng abilites. It shows how well your company does in the fnancial
spectrum and is a fnancial picture of when sales are made and when expenses
occur. It helps you beter plan for the future of your business as well.
The income statement is a mult-purpose report giving you a bigger picture of
how your business is doing overall. Always use this as a guide from year to year
and you will get an idea of what changes need to be made.

Other Sectons
There are other sectons that need to be writen in the business plan. There is just
no way to talk about all of them in detail here. I simply talked about some
sectons that I feel are very important to get started with. All the sectons of the
business plan play an important role in the overall planning of your business from
start to fnish.
Some other sectons that were not mentoned above are as follows:
 Procedures
 Scheduling and Costs
 Personnel
 Operatons and Management
 And more
To fnd out everything you need in your plan, you have to talk to a professional
and do a thorough research about it. You may not be able to include everything
you want, and diferent business types require diferent informaton to be
included in the plan.
Sources
You will need reliable sources to get the informaton for your business plan.
Reliable sources do not include blogs or artcles you found in artcle directories.
You can use them to get some informaton, but you will need to research more on
what they tell you. You should never list them as a source for your plan though.

Another source you can use to get basic informaton for this secton is Wikipedia,
but is should only be used as a base for the informaton. On sites like that, anyone
can add and edit informaton so you are never sure how accurate it is, thus the
reason not to list it as one of your sources.
Reliable sources are peer reviewed artcles, informaton gathered from
networking with other business professionals, and consultng a professional who
has been in the business for a long tme that can write your plan.
Conclusion
Even if you are not going to the bank for a loan or getng a grant, it is stll
important to have a plan in place to run your business. The business in a box idea
is simple. People have been running businesses for a very long tme and so it is
merely using the informaton out there from other people’s experience to devise
your own plan.
It is also about asking the right questons. Even though there may be hundreds of
questons you want to ask, you are provided with basic questons that need to be
asked. Getng the answers to these questons will get you started on your way.
Think about it like this: if I take all of these ideas, organize them and place them in
a box and then deliver it to you, then you will open the box and have exactly what
you need to get started. Thus you will have a business in a box.

Checklist
Here is a checklist of the diferent things you will need to get started on your
business in a box. The most important is the business plan because you need to
know what goes into producton and what you need to get your services up and
running.
First, answer the following ten key questons:
1. How do you start a business without experience?
2. What are some things to do to get started?
3. What are the legal maters you must know in order to get started?
4. What do you need to know about your target audience?
5. How do you commit yourself to a market soluton not just a small idea?
6. How do you choose your industry wisely?
7. How do you build street credibility?
8. What free resources can you rely on?
9. When will you know you need to see outside help?
10.How do you put your strengths to work?
Also remember, the most important aspect to any business is to be well planned
and prepared. The most important thing you can do for your business is to create
a business plan. Ask yourself and answer these questons:

 How do I write a business plan?
 What are the sectons to the plan?
 How will each secton help me?
 Are all business plans created equal?
 Where can I go to get a plan designed for me?
 What else do I need to know?
Always be prepared as that is the most important thing when startng your new
business. Think about how you learned to start a business with no experience by
reading this artcle. If you read between the lines, all the informaton you need is
out there. I have just gathered some informaton together to get you started.
Nothing will happen instantly and everything you need to do will require some
efort on your part.

